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Two thermal donor related EPR centers Si.NL8 and Si-NI,t0 wcre studied
by the photo-EPR technique. The spectral dependence of the intensity of the
EPR signals waa determined for the region from 0.6 to 1.4 eV in several sam-
ples with difrerent Fermi level position. The quenching of the Si-NLE signal
with the coinciding enhancement of the Si-NLlO signal has bc.,en observed
with possible indication of some metastable behavior of the NL8 center.
For the heavily aluminum doped material strong generation of phoíocurtent
upon band gap illumination has been observed. The resuhs of the study
provide further evidence Íor mutal correlation oÍ both thermal donor related
EPR centers since the oboerved spectral dependencee could be understood
by relating both NL8 and NLIO spectra to different paramagnetic states of
basically the same center.

PACS numbers: ?6.30.-v, 72.20.Jv

hrtroduction

Therrnal clonors are oxygen-related centers of shallow, cÍ[cctive rnass, donor
ctraracter whiclr are created upon anneating in oxygen-rich crystats o[ silicon and
germanium. In spitc of the fact that the phenonlenon has bccn already known
for a long time, the physics of thermal donor centers remains full of unanswered

'This worl has bcen eupportcd by the Netherlandr Foundation for Fundamcntal Rcseamh on
lrÍatter FOI\|.
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questions Il]..\nrorrg t]rerrr espccially puzzling are thosc. related l,o thc atotrric
corrfigrrration antl thc transforrnation nrechanisnr of therrnal dottors.

Qrrite rcccntly the thernral donor issue was further cornplicatcd by the tliscov-
cry of the bistabilitl'effcct [Z- ]. r\cconlirrg to t,hose Íindirrgs sonlc of Ihc t,hcrrnal
tlottor cettters (earl1'species'I'Dl and TD2 for silicort, atrd D, Ii and [r for gcrrrta-
niurn, can exist in two diffcrent, structural configurations dcpcrrrlirrg otr Fcrrni lcvcl
position. In onc of the configurations the center ha-s a well knowtr shallow double
donor character while the other one is connected to a deep nrid-gap energy levcl.
The phenomcnon was discovered in infrared absorption studies iul sonlc of thc
transitions could only be observed when the sample was cooled under band gap il-
lumination. Following that observation the bistability effects werc also investigated
by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).

Following the identification of EPR spectra related to thermal donors in sil-
icon [5, 6J and germanium [?] a vast amount of detailed information on structure
and symmetry of thcse centers was ob[ained as the EPR studies could furlhcr be
augmented by the more advanced ENDOR techniques [A-tO]. This was especially
welcomed in view of the inrportance of the thermal donor issuc in submicron tech-
nology of silicon. The application of the magnetic resonance studies was, however,
until now restricted only to the shallow coníiguration of thermal donors. It is the
aim of this paper to pursue the possible application of the EPR technique also to
the deeper stable configuration.

Results and discussion

Following the aim of the paper the photoEPR technique has been applied.
The EPR measrurements were performed in the K microwave band (23 GIIz) and
the dispersion part of the signal was followed. The sample placed in the microwave
cavity at liquid helium temperature could be illuminated by monochromatic light.
A phosphorus-doped silicon crystal was simultaneously present in tlre cavity in
order to provide the calibration standard for the comparison of the signal inten-
sity. The material used in the study was Czochralski-grown silicon with various
doping levels so as to provide different Fermi level positions. The samples were
heat-treated at 470oC in order to generate thermal donor centers wltose presence

was manifested by NL8 and Nt10 EPR spectra.
In tlie first approach the EPR spectrum was measured for the specimen

cooled in darkness and under band gap illumination. In case of germanium in an
experiment like this, a clear generation of a new EPR spectrum for the illuminated
sarnple could be concluded [11J. However, in the present experiment for silicon
samples only the change of the EPR signal intensity was observed yielding therefore
a less reliable result. In order to obtain more information, the dependence of the
EPR signals on the illumination lvas studied as a function of the wavelength. The
results of such investigation with the calibrated intensity of the EPR signals are

shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a) the dependence as obtained for the originally ptype,
aluminum doped Cz-Si sample is shown. In such material both EPR spectra NL8
and NL10 can be observed following the annealing procedure of 7 hours. As can be
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Fig. l. Spectral depcndcnce oÍ tlre photo-DPR signal of thcrmal donor related NL8

and NLl0 centers in (a) Cz-Si, originally ;>type, heat treated for 7 hrs/,t70"C and (b)

Cz-Si, originally n-type, lreat treated for l5 hrs/lZOoC.
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scc'tt tlte behavior of the two spectra appears to be anticorrclatcd with two clcar
maxima for the NLl0 around 0.8 and 0.95 eV. In Fig. l(b) a sinrilar result but for a
sample with higher positioned Fermi level is presented. The sample was originally
n-type, phosphorus doped and was given l5 hours heat-treatnrent. The intensity
of the phosphorus signal is also depicted, while the high position of the Fermi
lcvel prohibited the observation of the NL8 signal. As can be seen the NL10 and
phosphorous signal behave in this case very similarly showing again two extrema
for the same encrgies as before. Additionally to the experiments whose results are
sltown in Fig. 1, a similar study was attempted for the Cz-Si material heavily
doped with aluminum(- 1gr7 .^-3). Ilowever, in l,hat case illumination of the
sample resulted in strong conductivity increase which in turn led to substantial
reduction of the quality factor of the cavity.

The results as depicted in Figs. l(a) and l(b) are very diÍIicult for undisput-
able interpretation. Nevertheless, on the basis of the study, it can be concluded that
tlte occupancy of two thermal donor related paraÍnagnetic centers NL8 and NL10
is governed by two levels in the gap as evidenced by the occurence of two extrema
in Fig. 1. I![oreover, the same levels influence both centers. These levels are (most
probably) introduced in the sample by heat-treatment (no such dependence has
ever been reported for the phosphorous signal in untreated silicon samples) and
do not coincide with the'normal" thermal donor levels at 60 and l20meV below
the conduction band. Also, the (significantly different) kinetics of generation and
qucnching of the NL8 signal could be indicative of the metastable character of this
center.
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